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Numerical codes
MESO-NH: research model for meso-alpha scale to micro-scale, anelastic system, 
two way nesting, advanced physical parameterizations for kilometric scales, process studies, ...
Meso-NH Chimie (coll. LA)

MOCAGE: A 3D multi-scale chemistry-transport model with data-assimilation
Forcing meteorological model:  Arpege, Arome or IFS
Applications: QA prediction, dispersion of pollutants, UV indices, ozone hole, climate change QA

IFS/ARPEGE: Atmospheric model software (coll. ECMWF, ALADIN, HIRLAM)
- CNRM-CM Earth System Model developed in collaboration with CERFACS

GLOBAL (uniform or variable resolution) ou LAM (limited area)
Spectral ; Dynamics : SL2, SI, H/NH, … 3D-Var
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NWP & Climat systems

Global ARPEGE 
T1198c2.2L105 7.5-36 km
4DVar : 135 km and 50 km

LAM ALADIN
 8 km, L70, 3DVar (3h)

Global ensembles ARPEGE:
EDA : 25 members, 40 km
EPS : 35 members, 10-60 km

LAM AROME 
1.3 km, L90, 3DVar (1h)

1) NWP:

New systems (2015/2016): AROME-EPS 2.5 km (PS231.03), 
AROME-Nowcasting 1.3 km (PS128.03)
AROME Overseas 2.5 km (PS250.02)

2) Climat:
Global ARPEGE: likely resolutions for CMIP6: T149 (135 km) and T359 (55 km)
but also stretched configuration:  T719C2.5 (12-70 km), T159C2.5 (50-300 km)
LAM ALADIN: 12km - 50km
LAM AROME: 2km

⇒ Wide and continuous range of spatial scales simulated in NWP and Climat models
There is a trend to make closer NWP and Climat models (physics, ocean coupling, etc.)
Should it be the same for aerosol and chemistry modelling ?



Chemistry and Aerosol modelling for NWP

Météo-France's expertises and resources on chemistry and aerosols modelling:
- Air Quality (MOCAGE): Chemistry and Aerosols (but no feedback on 
atmosphere)
- Climat (Arpege/Aladin, building capacity on Arome): Chemistry and Aerosols 
(GEMS/MACC)
- Observing aerosols (in situ and lidar)

Introducing chemistry and aerosols into Arome/Harmonie NWP system is 
“new” topic, with few human resources and expertises in NWP research group. 
-> importance of collaboration and mutualising.

Need to build joint ALADIN/HIRLAM strategy for online integrated Meteorology 
Aerosol Chemistry modelling



Some important topics for discussion

- Which aerosols/chemistry processes to represent for NWP? Degree of complexity?

Scavenging, nucleation, deposition, size growth, secondary aerosols, ...

- Sugar (first for chemistry). Extension to aerosols?

- Interactions with radiation, clouds and microphysics (1 or 2 moments) ?

- Interfacing issues linked with “transport” (with dynamics, turbulence, convection)?

- Emission and deposition (SURFEX)

- Initialization and lateral coupling (MACC, MOCAGE)?

- Link with Climat model ?

- Scientific coordination

- Projects/proposals
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